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ABSTRACT
Jember is the regency with the highest Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR) in East Java. In 2019, MMR of Jember Regency was the 5th highest rank with 133.4/100,000 KH. Therefore, efforts are needed to reduce maternal mortality in Jember Regency. The purpose of this study was to create a system for recording pregnant women as an effort to reduce maternal mortality in Jember Regency. This type of research is research and development research with SDLC method. The results of this study are an application of the maternal high-risk factor database of Jember Regency. Database applications allow you to integrate all your data and information properly, improving the quality of service and making it easier to store and access your data. This study concludes that the system produces rapid and accurate information to help with surgery and decision-making to reduce Jember's maternal mortality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Jember Regency is one of the Morbidity and Maternal Rate (MMR) in East Java. In 2018, the MMR in Jember Regency was ranked 10th with 114/100,000 live births [1] and 133.4/100,000 live births in 2019. It means that reducing the MMR to 87.73/100,000 live births has not been achieved [2].

The increase in maternal health services, which is not accompanied by an improvement in the MMR, indicates that the quality of maternal services is not yet optimal. For this reason, synergies and a robust information system must be built at the Primary Healthcare to carry out early detection of causes of maternal death and intervene according to the grounds [3].

Sumbersari Primary Healthcare is one of the Primary Healthcare in the Jember District Health Office with a high MMR. Maternal health recording and reporting are still carried out in various documents using paper-based systems such as cohorts of pregnant women, childbirth, postpartum, family planning, and MCH books. Midwives find it difficult to ensure data accuracy because paper-based systems have a limited lifespan and usually collapse due to lack of space [4]. In addition, the mother's cohort column is also small, making writing difficult to read. This condition makes it difficult for midwives to force early detection of risk factors for maternal death, so synergistic and robust information systems are needed to accelerate the decline in MMR. On the other hand, it will cause increases the danger of double input, mistakes, data loss, and a delay in the report due to a large amount of data recorded on more than one sheet. In this situation, there is no mechanism to help midwives coordinate the implementation and reporting of high-risk pregnancies [5]. Health supervisors are expected to systematically collect, analyse and interpret health-related data needed to plan, execute and assess MMR.

Health Information Technology (HIT) has the potential to be a crucial tool in addressing racial and ethnic inequalities in maternal morbidity and mortality, as well as socioeconomic and geographic inequities (MMM). HIT is critical, given that roughly 60% of maternal fatalities are avoidable. The intervention of HIT to deal with the fundamental reasons of inequality on the patient, clinician, and healthcare device stage can reduce exceptional obstetric inequality [6].

Therefore, the purpose of this study is to make the healthcare system more valuable and effective for healthcare professionals by establishing a web-based information system that simplifies the monitoring, detection, and reporting of high-risk pregnancies in Jember Regency. It was to provide a solution to make things happen.
2. RESEARCH METHOD

The study was done in Sumbersari Primary Healthcare and was qualitative. The data was collected between July and September of 2021. The research population consists of midwives who utilize the information system and head of Sumbersari Primary Healthcare.

It was a research and development study to develop a web-based information system for detecting high-risk pregnancy using an education system design with a software development life cycle (SDLC) paradigm. SDLC is also a pattern for developing software systems that consist of planning, analysis, design, implementation, testing, and maintenance phases [7].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Analysis

This stage involves analyzing system features, system demands and constraints, and developing health worker requirements. This study has already carried out the analysis through in-depth interviews with ten midwives and the Head of Sumbersari Primary Healthcare. The results showed that detecting high-risk pregnancies manually using an excel format was a lengthy procedure. They all agreed that they needed to innovate by utilizing a web-based approach.

3.2 Design

An outline and description of the system, as well as a storyboard, are developed. Modules, software programs, and instruments are created and determined to assess the quality of system modules [8]. The result of the analysis phase of this project was the creation of a web-based information system aimed at supporting and facilitating midwives as program implementers. This system is written on a local webserver (PHP) and can be run directly on the machine. In addition, this study created a means for assessing integrity, timeliness, accuracy, and suitability using the Likert scale (2).

3.3 Development

During the development phase, instructional designers and developers build and combine parts that were previously designed. Designers develop storyboards and visuals at this phase [9]. The web-based system is shown in the figure below:
The next step is for the user to implement the system. Researchers conducted socialization and training on the use of the system. The input of the results of the examination of the health status of pregnant women is carried out by the Sumbersari Health Center midwife as a user.

4. CONCLUSION

From this, we can conclude that web-based information systems have had a significant impact on detecting high-risk pregnant women. This invention is predicted to help lower maternal death rates in Indonesia, particularly in Jember Regency. This system is very helpful for users (midwifery) to record the health status of pregnant women in Sumbersari Health Center. Therefore, this system needs to be further developed so that it can play a maximum role in reducing maternal mortality in Jember Regency.
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